
 

   

Dear Ms. Bügen Lily, 

Here is your personalized travel itinerary for Oman.  

February 2018 

 

man with its rich heritage and embracing society, is the obvious choice for 

those seeking out the modern face of Arabia while wanting still to sense its 

ancient soul. Until Sultan Qaboos bin Said exiled the previous Sultan in 1970, 

Oman was an under-developed nation, and almost completely closed to visitors. Since that 

time, education, public works and tourism have taken off throughout the country. Omanis are 

friendly people and are very helpful to tourists. In turn, tourists should respect the ways and 

traditions of the Omani people.  

In your 2 days - 2 nights “Girls Trip” we put the highlights of Muscat together with an excursion 

to the unmissable wadis.  

 

 

Average Temperature for travel time: 24-28oC 

 

Currency: Omani Rial. 1 Omani Rial  (RO) equals approximately 2.60 US Dollars 

O 



 

 

Languages spoken: Arabic is the national language, but most Omanis will speak good to 

excellent English, particularly in major tourist areas and cities.. 

 

Visa requirements: Given that you have a residency permit in Qatar, you are exempt from visa. 

 

 Arrival: Qatar Air, Salam Air and Oman Air have direct flights from Qatar to Muscat on 10 Feb 

2018.  

 Though there are flights on 8 Feb and 9 Feb, the prices are uncomparable to 10th.  

 On 11th there is unfortunately no direct flight. 

 Given your dynamism we advise to to fly mid-night connecting 9th Feb to 10th Feb and arrive in 

Muscat very early morning on 10th Feb around 4-5am.  

 

 Transfer to your hotel:  

 Most hotels offer pick up and drop off service to / from the airport.  

 Taxi services are available around 30 RO.  

 Since you want to visit wadis, we suggest car rental. Most of the major companies Avis, Sixt, 

Europcar service in Muscat airport. 

 

  Your preference of a small, boutique, design 

hotel will be best catered by Behlys. It has a boutique 

hotel, a villa and apartment services in different parts 

of the city. You can visit their web site: 

http://www.behlys.com/index.html  

 Weekend Hotel is a second choice with its 

contemporary designed rooms. It offers an accommodation in the hub of the Muscat city – 

Sultanate of Oman surrounded by Banks, Ministries, Embassies and the best shopping malls. 

Free onsite parking and car rental services are available.  http://www.weekendhotel.net/  

 For a last minute travel planning though a budget boutique hotel is not the easiest to find 

you can splurge yourself in Centara Hotels. It is dedicated to provide Thai-influenced 

hospitality and its inimitably warm and gracious service style. Tip: Dining options include 

Akdeniz a Turkish restaurant which provide an environment imbued with warm Arab 

http://www.behlys.com/index.html
http://www.weekendhotel.net/


 

hospitality that embraces but puts a spin on Turkish Mezzes. 

https://www.centarahotelsresorts.com/centara/cmo/ 

 

Day 1, Muscat, city tour 

  Start with the highlights! Grand Mosque is a little bit out of your main direction. Start with that.  

Do not miss the Persian carpet in the main hall, measuring 70m by 60m wide, making it the 

second-largest hand-loomed Iranian carpet 

in the world; it took 600 women four years 

to weave.  

 Then head to the other side of the city for 

the afternoon. Bait Al Zubair is the museum to see. 

The museum has recently evolved into the cultural centre of Muscat, hosting many 

international exhibitions of contemporary art in Gallery Sarah within the museum's grounds. 

Visit the café inside to take a look at the wind tower to see how air conditioning was in old 

times. 

 Traditional Muttrah Souq, the Al Alam Palace - one of the six royal residences of the Sultan 

Qaboos Bin Said, the famous Muttrah Corniche are the other highlights. 

 The city of Muttrah is one of the most ancient cities in the Capital 

Governorate of Muscat. It used to be the center of commerce in the 

country as it had one of the largest seaports in the country. While strolling 

on Muttrah Corniche enjoy the great views of Muscat Port and the Gulf of 

Oman.  

 Oman is famous for its historic forts which are the country's 

most striking cultural landmarks. There are over 500 forts and towers 

which were the traditional defence and lookout points to deter 

potential invaders. Some of the best examples are conveniently 

located in the capital, Muscat. Jalali and Mirani forts stand at the 

entrance to Muscat Bay and date from the early 16th century. 

 If you are still feel fit head to Riyam Park, which is 1.2 km away to enjoy the great scenery over 

Muttrah. 

MORNING CAFÉ / BREAKFAST: Around Grand 

Mosque it is mostly world-wide known chain 

coffee-shops to wake up. If you want something 

local “the crepe café” (www.thecrepecafe.com) 
is the right spot for a delicious omelette as well.  

https://www.centarahotelsresorts.com/centara/cmo/
http://www.thecrepecafe.com/


 

 Our alternative will be chilling out at the 

Qurum beach, which is one of Muscat’s best 

beaches, to enjoy the golden sand and the 

crystal waters of the Gulf of Oman 

 

 Dining alternatives: 

For the best of the city with a local cusine we picked up three alternatives for your first 

evening: 

Ubhar: Both the décor and the food are a medley of modern and historical Omani cuisine and design, 

though visitors are spared the traditional floor-level seating. Desserts are a highlight, especially the 

halva-based offerings. (Al Kharjiyah Street, +968 2469 9826) 

Bin Ateeq: This is a fine compromise between authentic cuisine, Omani hospitality and accessible 

dishes. The most notable authentic feature is the floor-level seating, with exquisitely colored and 

patterned Majlis cushions, from which you can try mutton magbous, halva and harees (cracked wheat 

with meat). (Al-Khuwair Street, +968 2447 8225) 

 

 NON-MODEST; SPLURGE YOURSELF!  

This might be over budget, but how many times will you be in 

Muscat? 

The Beach: The dishes complement the view, with a seafood menu 

inspired by international cuisine. The restaurant is perfect for 

sampling an Arabic sunset and the day’s catch. (North Ghubra 32, 

Way No. 3215 18th November Street, +968 2452 4343) 

  

Day 2, excursion, wadis 

This is your excursion day to experience the breathtaking nature around Muscat.  We selected 3 wadis 

for your visit.  

 Transfer with rental car 

 

WE RECOMMEND bringing water, food/snacks, 

sunscreen, waterproof footwear, swimwear and 

towels. 

MUSCAT FESTIVAL: Taking place every January-

Februay, it is the major cultural event. Though 

participating a cultural was not in your travel 

choices, we can not stop ourselves to note that 

the Festival is ending on 10th Feb. If you like check 

it out!  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Ubhar+Restaurant/@23.612509,58.4621223,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x3e91f8b4de4c95c7:0x517e5a788a7d7a9a


 

 Wadi Shab 

With the rental car it will take you about 1,5-2 hours to get to Wadi 

Shab. It is in a place called Tiwi, which is a part of Sur in Al Sharqiyah 

South Governorate. There is also water cave there that can be reached 

after about a 40-minute hike. Note that some areas there are only 

accessible by boat. 

On your way there, you will see signs for Bimmah Sink Hole. It’s highly 

recommended to make a stop and check it out. It’s a 40m hole in the 

rocky ground, dropping away to an azure pool and it gets incredibly 

deep. 

 

 Wadi Bani Khalid 

This wadi is quite developed as there are places to BBQ, shaded areas 

and public toilets. You’ll get to see colourful rock formations and a 

natural spring that’s accessible via steps. There is a series of 

plantations and villages close by. 

 

  Wadi Al Arbeen  

On your return way to Muscat, if you still have time and energy, this 

is a vast wadi and you’re sure to find a secluded enough area to enjoy 

it. It’s best to go with a 4x4 as there is some off-roading. There aren’t 

many signs to guide you there, so keep an eye out for the stretch of off-road you need to take 

to get there. 

 

 Dining alternatives: 

After a day out, here are two very special and one modest suggestion for your second evening 

in Muscat:  

The Cave: This cave-like complex of seven different restaurants includes Al Manjur, an Omani 

restaurant with shuwa (slow-cooked, marinated meat dishes) on the menu. Smart-casual 

dress is expected in this Aladdin's cave of a restaurant. If the slightly austere atmosphere 

doesn't appeal, opt for Arab-style dining on the terrace upstairs with expansive views over the 

sparkling lights of Ruwi.(Qurm Heights Rd, +968 2465 1465) 

Kargeen Café: With a choice of open-air and majlis-style dining (on sedans in small rooms), this 

excellent restaurant has spilt into a courtyard of illuminated trees to create a thoroughly 



 

Arabian experience. Make sure you try Kargeen's take on the traditional Omani shuwa – a 

succulent banana-leaf-wrapped lamb dish. Also worth a try are the hibiscus drinks and 

avocado milkshakes. (Medinat Qaboos complex, +968 2469 2269) 

Al Boom & Dolphin Bar: This intimate, licensed restaurant, with large windows and a terrace 

overlooking the harbour, is a good place to get a feel of Muscat’s age-old relationship with the 

sea. A few marine favourites find their way on to the mainly Middle Eastern–style menu. The 

bar stays open until 3am. (Marina Hotel, Mutrah Corniche , +968 2471 3100) 

 

Have a great trip with unforgettable nice memories. 

 

Instagram (@spontago_travel) 

on Facebook (spontago) 

 


